teaching for Conceptual Change in security awareness T he ultimate goal of security awareness training is to make trainees adhere to safe computing prac tices. To meet this goal, training providers put much effort into designing the curriculum for security awareness programs-for example, they tailor highly customized training courses to participants to make them more useful. Gadgets can also help make classes less boring and more interactive, with the goal being that trainees pay more attention to course contents and eventually bring learned practices into their daily work lives.
However, we all know that people behave according to what they understand or perceive. If trainees haven't fundamentally understood the concept of in formation security, they might practice the security rules being taught but could soon feel the discrepancy between their pre existing knowledge and the new ly learned behavior and return back to their original practices. This is what psychologists call cognitive dissonance-the discom fort caused by holding two con tradictory ideas simultaneously. 1 Therefore, if the goal of security awareness training involves long term behavioral changes in train ees, training providers should consider pedagogy that addresses the trainees' epistemological be liefs (ideas about the nature of the knowledge and its acquisition).
Why Conventional Teaching Doesn't Work
Conventional teaching is uni directional-teachers teach, and students learn. It assumes teach ers can deliver knowledge directly to their students. If students have trouble grasping new concepts, teachers usually apply instruction al interventions, such as repeating basic instructions or illustrating concepts with more examples. However, when new knowledge is too advanced or deviates too much from students' existing con ceptions, they tend to mend any inconsistencies superficially. 2 Edu cational psychologists give an ex ample: most children between the ages of four and six believe that the Earth is a flat physical object lo cated in the center of the universe (an example of naïve physics 3 ). They develop this idea accord ing to daily observations; when children learn that the Earth is a sphere without any further expla nation, they end up with various synthetic models, such as a "disc Earth" 4 (one that's round but also flat at the same time). Without a rigorous approach to addressing the children's existing beliefs, the new information is simply added on top of existing knowledge su perficially and does nothing to further comprehension.
This situation shares certain similarities with security awareness training. Most trainees in these classes have nontechnical back grounds and don't receive formal education in computer networks and information systems. They might have developed an appar ent understanding of computers and the Web from daily computer usage, but security training often involves advanced terms and con cepts, such as the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and data encryption. When trainees receive such con tent directly without a serious ap proach to their existing security knowledge and perceptions, the trainee might end up with only a partial understanding of infor mation security or an apparent (sometimes unwilling) adoption of newly learned rules and poli cies. Again, cognitive dissonance often arises here-trainees might soon feel the discrepancy between their original understanding and these new practices and could eventually return back to their original behaviors.
Conceptual Change
In educational psychology, con ceptual change is a process that revises the student's understand ing of a topic in response to new information.
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Instructors have widely applied the conceptual change approach in science educa The third step is particularly im portant because it's the turning point between old and new com prehension-that is, a change in understanding occurs at this step. Once this change happens in stu dents, they can generalize the new ideas gleaned from other situations 1. 2.
3.
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and retain them over time. Going back to security awareness train ing, if we can find a way to let our participants become dissatisfied with what they use every day and persuade them that the security practices being taught are plau sible, intelligible, and meaningful, they'll then undergo a concep tual change and will generalize and apply what they've learned to their everyday lives. This sounds wonderful, but how do we make it happen?
Fostering Conceptual Change with Anomalous Data
The following personal experi ence might sound familiar. You used to have a certain thought or idea in mind, but one day you learn that the truth is (very) dif ferent from what you originally thought. Since then, you look at the same issue from a new angle and extend this new view to other things as well. In psychology, facts or data that deviate from what was expected are called anomalies-it's the major cause of dissatisfaction in existing comprehension. There fore, conceptual change is often fostered by anomalous data. 2 General computer users usu ally build their own ideas about computer security according to their daily usage and observa tions. Eventually, they accumu late a lot of misconceptions as well as their own assumptions. Therefore, instructors can use computer and network security demonstrations as anomalous data for training course participantsthese demonstrations can reveal the actual behaviors of computers and networks, which often dif fer widely from what participants expect. To prove this, we per formed a survey of 102 par ticipants attending a security awareness training program at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. These participants come from a variety of nonengineer ing disciplines, such as medicine, business administration, law, so cial science, and education. Some questions tested their ideas about information security, and we no ticed that a significant portion of the participants had misconcep tions about the field.
Misconception One: Confidentiality of Network Traffic
General computer users usually interact with computer networks via user interfaces such as Web browsers and instant messengers. They rarely care about the tech nical details behind the scenes. One question in our survey asked participants if it were possible for someone to read the data sent between a user's computer and a Web server. The correct answer is "yes": network packet sniffers let eavesdroppers read network traffic quite easily. However, only 56 out of 102 gave the correct answer, whereas 32 and 14 responded "no" and "don't know," respectively. The portion of participants with misconceptions about the confi www.computer.org/security/ ■ ieee seCurity & PrivaCy dentiality of network traffic (by responding "no" to the question) is significant.
Misconception Two: Privacy in Email Systems
Email applications are familiar to general computer users. Even though they know nothing about SMTP protocols or the email system's serverside operation, most people know how to com pose, send, and receive email messages. In one of our ques tions, we asked participants if it were possible for someone be sides the sender and receiver to read an email's contents. The correct answer is "yes"-SMTP doesn't provide encryption by default, and anyone with system administrator power over the email system can access an email message's contents. However, our results found that only 50 participants answered correctly ("yes"), whereas 31 and 21 re sponded "no" and "don't know," respectively. Again, the portion of participants with misconcep tions about privacy in email sys tems is significant.
O ur results show two examples of general misconceptions about security in daily computer use. The existence of misconcep tions indicates the opportunity to apply conceptual change pedagogy in security awareness training. In a subsequent article, we'll present a case study that implements this pedagogy in higher education.
